ie : 0 ^ 6 < 2T } or line R = ( -<*>, <*> ) whose values are nonnegative operators on a separable complex Hubert space. We are concerned with the problem of finding conditions that F = G*G a.e. where G is the strong boundary value function of a suitable operator valued analytic function defined in the disk \z\ <1 or half-plane y>0. Mainly we are interested in special classes of functions in which such a factorization is always possible.
1. Shift analysis and factorization. By a shift operator we mean an isometry 5 on a Hubert space such that 5* n -»0 strongly as w-> oo. In this section we fix a Hubert space JC and a shift operator S on 3C. We write C=ker 5*. The dimension of 6 is called the multiplicity of 5. The projection mapping 3C onto (B is denoted P 0 . For any j = 0, 1, 2, • • • , the projection mapping 3C onto S*<5 is given by Pj = S'(I -SS*)S* j . Since the projections P 0 , Pi,P* • * • arepairwise orthogonal and sum strongly to the identity operator on 3C, we have 00 0
It is easy to exhibit the reducing subspaces of S in terms of this decomposition. If 3C 0 is a subspace of 5C which reduces 5, then S 0 = S| 3Co is a shift operator on 3C 0 . Hence 00 o for some subspace <B 0 of C. Conversely, any subspace 3C 0 of 3C of this form reduces 5.
We write (B(5C), (B(3C, 6), for example, for the spaces of bounded operators mapping 3C into 3C, respectively 3C into 6.
We associate with each r£(B( Notice that the initial space of any S-inner operator B reduces S. In fact ker B is invariant under S since BS -SB, while for any /GJST, \\Bf\\ =||/|| implies ||55/||=||55/|| =115/11 =||/|| =||5/||. On the other hand, the final space of an S-inner operator B reduces S if and only if B* is also S-inner. In this degenerate case, Bo is a partially isometric operator on 6, and B is completely determined by B 0 according to the formula
where (CJ)Q is any sequence in G such that 23o° \ c i\ 2 < °°-If A is an S-analytic operator on 3C, then T = A*A is S-Toeplitz and nonnegative. We are mainly concerned with the problem of finding conditions on a nonnegative S-Toeplitz operator such that it will be of this form.
It is convenient to begin with a characterization of products A A* where A is S-analytic. This characterization is implicit in de Branges and Rovnyak [4] , See also Sz.-Nagy and Foias [21 ] . It is easy to see that the series converges in the strong operator topology, A is S-analytic, and by the last identity, (Tf, g) -(AA*f, g) for a ll ƒ» &G3C. Therefore the condition in the theorem is both necessary and sufficient. Now let A and C be two S-analytic operators such that A A * = CC*. If T is the common value of A A* and CC* then ,4P 0 4* = T -STS* = CPoC* as above. In particular there is a unique partial isometry Fo£(B(e) with initial space GA = CL(PO^4*3C) and final space ec = CL(P 0 C*3C) such that
The operator V 0 has a unique extension to an S-analytic operator V on 3C, determined by
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Clearly V and F* are S-inner with initial spaces ^2o (BS*QA and 2Zo° (BS J '(5c respectively. By construction Ac -CVc whenever c=*PoA*f for some/£3C. We find at once that Ag = CVg for every geZo" ®S'C A . If gi-So" ®S*e A and g = ^ S*/, h, &i, h, • • • G<B, then
for all/G5C. So .4g = £o 5',46y = 0 = CTg. Hence ^ =CF. Applying a similar argument with the roles of A and C interchanged, we get also C = A V*. This completes the proof.
As an application we derive the standard characterization of the invariant subspaces of 5 in terms of 5-inner operators. Suppose SÏÏI is a subspace of 3C which is invariant under 5, and let P be the projection mapping 3C onto 9fTC. We show that P satisfies the condition in Theorem 1.2. Since P is self adjoint, idempotent, and PSP = SP, the operator Q -P -SPS* is self ad joint and idempotent. Hence Q is also a projection operator. We claim that dim Q3C ^dim G. If 6 is infinite dimensional, then 3Q has the same dimension as C and the inequality is trivial. If 6 is finite dimensional, then 3C is separable. Let {eic}keK be any orthonormal basis for <B. Then the vectors Skki kÇzK, j = 0, 1, 2, • • • , form an orthonormal basis for 3C. By Lemma 1.4,
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Hence dim ÇJC^dim 6 in any case. It follows that there exists an isometry V mapping Q3Q, into (3. But then P-SPS* = () = /*ƒ where J= F<2G(B(3C, e). By Theorem 1.2, P=BB* for some 5-analytic operator B. Since P is a projection operator, B is S-inner. By construction 9fïl = P3C = i33C.
The uniqueness assertion follows from the corresponding part of Theorem 1.2.
We proceed to a characterization of products A *A where A is an 5-analytic operator on 5C.
1.5. DEFINITION. A nonnegative S-Toeplitz operator T on tfC is called jadorable if P = ^4*^4 for some S-analytic operator A on 3C.
1.6. DEFINITION. Let P be any nonnegative 5-Toeplitz operator on 3C. We write 5C r = CL(P 1 / 2 5C) for the closure of the range of P 1/2 , considered as a Hubert space in the metric of 3C. We write ST for the unique isometry on 3C r such that 5 r (P 1/2 /) = P 1 ' 2^ for each ƒ G OC. We put QT = ker 5y. The theorem is a version of Lowdenslager's theorem [17] as presented by Rosenblum [25 ] . Technically it is different because 3CT is now defined without a change from the norm of 3C. We make use of a second uniqueness result. PROOFS OF 1.8 AND 1.9. Let A and C be S-outer operators such that A*A =C*C. Define V on CJC to 3C by VCf = Af, /G3C. Since A*A = C*C, V is well defined and has a unique extension to a partial isometry on 3C, also denoted V, with initial space CL(C3C) and final space CL (ASO). We find at once that both V and V* commute with S, so both are S-inner. The first assertion in Theorem 1.9 follows; the second is verified by direct calculation.
Suppose now that A 0^Q , C 0^0 . Since A=*VC, C=V*A, we have AO^VQCO, CO=F*^O. Hence (ii)=*(iii). If (ii) holds and A is S-analytic with C*C=A*A, then, for any c£C, In particular if C is S-outer, then (3) holds for every operator W in the double commutant of S, all/£3C, and every S-analytic operator A such that A*A =C*C. The proof shows more, and for reference purposes we isolate some additional facts in 1.14. LEMMA 
The last integral can also be taken as an improper Riemann integral with convergence in the uniform operator topology. In particular, the weakly closed linear span of °W = {V*}t>o and I contains S. See Theorem 2.6. A different choice of V? leads to and equality holds throughout. This proves (i).
THEOREM. Let C be an S-analytic operator. Then C is S-outer if and only if
To prove (ii) note that, by (i), BW*g = W*Bg for all WE*W, g£S-By our assumptions on "W it follows that BS*g = S*Bg, gGg. Multiply this by 5 and use the fact that P 0 = I-SS* to get BP 0 g = P 0 Bg, gGg. If we set e 0 = Po9TC, so that 3E= J^ ®S>e 0 , then our assumptions concerning g imply that PROOF OF 1.13. Suppose that C is S-outer, and let A be any 5-analytic operator such that A*A ~C*C. By Theorem 1.11, A =BC for some S-inner operator B with initial space CL(CX). If W is any operator in the double commutant of 5 and ƒ is any vector in 3C, we get (3) from (4) on setting g~Cf.
Conversely suppose that (3) holds for all PF£%Y\ /£3\ Factor C -BA where A is 5-outer and B is S-inner with initial space 9TC = CLW3C). By Theorem 1.12 (i), P 0 3TC = CL(,4oe). Set S^Poff. Since P 0 Af=A 0 Pof,fE:3C>, our assumptions on ^ imply that P 0 9 spans a dense subspace of P 0 9TC. By (3), ||W*Bg\\ è\\W*g\\ for all WG*W, g£S-Since the reverse inequality holds automatically by Lemma 1.14 (i), by Lemma 1.14 (ii), B* is also S-inner. It follows that CL(C3C)=B CL(^43C) is the initial space of an S-inner operator, hence CL(C3C) reduces S and C is S-outer. PROOF This last inequality is equivalent to (5) . It is clear from the proof that we can verify (5) for any 5-analytic operators A and C such that A =BC for some 5-inner operator B whose initial space contains CL(C3C).
We turn again to the problem of giving conditions on a nonnegative S-Toeplitz operator T that T be factorable. Theorem 1.7 gives conditions which are both necessary and sufficient. It follows, for example, that if T is 5-Toeplitz and T^dl for some ô>0, then T is factorable. For then 3Cr = 3C and ST^T^^ST" 112 ; hence Sr n ->0 strongly and S T is a shift operator. Thus T is factorable. However, the conditions in Theorem 1.7 are not always so easy to apply. It is therefore of interest to have sufficient conditions which are useful for applications.
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The next result is central in our work. (1) be a shift operator on a Hubert space 5C (1) such that C (1) =ker 5 (1) * has dimension 1. Construct an 5
(1) -analytic operator F (1) such that F 
for every sequence (f n ) in 3C such that lim n ,fc-*oo(r 2 (/n-ƒ*)» ƒ« -fk)=0 and limn+niTifnj f n ) = 0. T7&ew if Ti is factorable so is !T 2 .
PROOF. Since ||r* /2 /||* = <7V, f)^(T 2 f, /) = ||^/ 2 /||2, /Goc, there is a unique operator C mapping 0Cr 2 = CL(r2 /2 3C) into 5C ri = CL(r} /2 X) such that cr 2 ƒ= z\ ƒ, /ex.
Our assumptions imply that C has zero kernel and hence C* has range dense in 5Cr 2 If JPI is factorable then 5^ is a shift operator on 5Cn by Theorem 1.7. But then ||Sr*g||--»0 for each g in the range of C*. Since the range of C* is dense in 3Cy 2 , 5r 2 n ->0 strongly, so 5r 2 is a shift operator and T 2 is factorable by Theorem 1.7.
Operator valued functions on a circle or line.
In the rest of the paper, 6 will denote a fixed separable Hubert space. We write | • | for the norm in both C and (B(6). By a vector or operator valued function we mean a function with values in 6 or (B(6) respectively. We are mainly concerned with functions defined on the unit circle r= {e i$ :O^0<27r} in the complex plane or the real line R. Unless otherwise stated, we use the weak definitions of analyticity and measurability for vector and operator valued functions and integrals of such functions. Measure theoretic notions always refer to the Borel subsets of F and R, normalized Lebesgue measure on I\ and Lebesgue measure on R. In general we do not distinguish functions which differ only on a null set.
We take for granted (1) If J^Giffi(e) and GÇZH&(Q), the relation F = G*G a.e. is equivalent to TF = TQTQ. These facts are more or less well known. See, for example, Brown and Halmos [5] . A function GGif®(e) is called inner (resp. outer) if A = To is S-inner (resp. S-outer). In connection with this it should be noted that a subspace 3TC of Hi reduces S if and only if M =H® for some subspace (B of e.
For any G£Ü<B«O) , the values associated with G in the disk \z\ <1 or half-plane y > 0 have a norm-convergent representation It is already clear how to translate many of the results in §1 into corresponding theorems for bounded operator valued functions on the circle or line. However, bounded functions do not offer the natural generality for such results. Henceforth, the functions which we treat are possibly unbounded.
2.1. DEFINITION, (i) An operator valued function G on T or R is said to be of class 9l
+ if there exists a bounded scalar valued outer function <£ (^0) such that (j>GÇzH® (e ).
(ii) Operator valued inner functions are defined as before: G is inner if GGiJ^co and multiplication by G in Hi is a partial isometry. In this case, the initial space of multiplication by G in Hi has the form H® where (B is a subspace of 6, and we write (B = (Bi n (G : ).
(iii) An operator valued function G on T or R is called outer if G is of class 3l + , and for some (and hence any) <j> chosen for G as in (i), <pG is outer in the sense previously defined for functions in iJ^(e)» i.e. CL((<j>G)Hl) reduces the standard shift operator 5. In this case CL((0G)iJ|) ~H® for a subspace (B of 6 which is independent of the choice of <j>, and we write (B = (B ou t(G).
Definitions and theorems concerning operator valued functions apply in particular to scalar valued functions (specialize to the case dim 6 = 1 and interpret operators on 6 as scalars). In this case our definitions of inner and outer functions are consistent with the classical definitions. In the scalar case we are permitted to think of inner and outer functions as defined on the circle T or line R, or on the disk | z \ < 1 or half-plane y > 0. We show that the same is true for operator valued functions of class Vl + . An operator valued analytic function G(z) defined in the disk l^l <1 or half-plane y>0 is said to have a scalar outer majorant if there exists a scalar valued outer function \J/(z) such that |G(2)| = |\K 2 ) | m the disk or half-plane. 
LEMMA, (i) Let G(z) be an operator valued analytic function which has a scalar outer majorant in the disk \ z \ < 1 or half-plane y > 0. Then G{z) has an ax. strong boundary value f unction (8) G(e id ) = lim G(re*) or G(x) = lim G(x + iy).

If G(z)?éO then log|G(<^)| EL
l (0, 2TT) or (l+x 2 )" 1 log|G(*)| i97i]
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G-LK"-00 » °°)i and \G(z)\ S \$(*)\ where
ii) ^4# operator valued function G(e id ) or G(x) on T or R is of class 9l + if and only if it is ax, equal to the boundary value function of an operator valued analytic f unction G(z) which has a scalar outer majorant in the disk \z\ <1 or half-plane y>0 respectively.
PROOF. We give the proof for the circle case only. If G(z) is an operator valued analytic function with a scalar outer majorant in the disk \z\ <1, then 
log\G(e i$ )\ -logl^C^I-logl^^lG-LKO, 2TT), and G(e id )
is the boundary value function of G(z) =<f>(z)'~lF < f > (z) 1 \z\ <1, which has the scalar outer majorant (9) . The remaining parts of the lemma follow.
Let G be an operator valued function of class dl + on T or R. The values associated with G in the disk \z\ <1 or half-plane ;y>0 have norm convergent representations (6) or (7). It is not hard to see that if G is an outer function, then (B ou t(G) = CL(G(0)e) or CL(G(i)<3) depending on whether G is defined on T or R. Similarly, it can be shown that if G is an inner function, then (Bi n (G) = V| w |<i G(w)*Q or Vim w>0 G(w)*Q depending on the case.
A consequence of Lemma 2.2 is that if G(z) is an operator valued analytic function defined for \z\ <1 such that where 0<p< oo.
THEOREM. Let G be an operator valued f unction of class 91+ on T or R. Then G has a unique factorization G = GiG 0 where G 0 is an outer function such that G o (0)e0 or G o (i)^0 in the circle and line cases respectively, and Gi is an inner f unction such that (Bin (GO = (B 0U t(G o ). In this case G*G 0 = G*G a.e. Conversely, if G Q is any operator valued outer function and G is any operator valued function of class 9l
+ on T or R such that G*G ~ G%G 0 a.e. t then G = G x G Q for some inner f unction G x such that (B in (Gi) = (Bout(Go).
PROOF. We easily reduce the theorem to the case where G(E.H®«o).
Then the result follows from Theorem 1.11 and the discussion at the beginning of this section. 2 where U is an operator valued function such that both U and U* are inner with initial spaces (Bout(Fi) = (Bout(Gi) and (B ou t(^2) = (B ou t(G 2 ) respectively. It follows that U can be taken to be a constant partially isometric operator on G with initial space (B ou t(Gi) and final space (B ou t(G 2 ). Moreover F 2 = [/Fi, Fi= U*F2 a.e. and so G 2 = C/Gi, Gi= i7*G 2 a.e. This proves the necessity of the condition in (i). The sufficiency is proved by reversing the steps in this argument. The proof of (ii) is similar, except that for (ii) we use Theorem 1.8.
If Ay By . . . are operator valued functions of class 91+ on T or R f we write (Aj)™, (J5y)^°, . . . for the coefficients in the expansions (6) and (7) for the corresponding analytic functions in the disk |s| <1 or half-plane y > 0. It follows from Theorem 1.12 that TV is 5-outer (see the discussion following (6) and (7) by Theorem 1.15 (again, see the discussion following (6) and (7)). We now deduce (13) by letting k-><*>. The continuous analogue of Theorem 2.5 is due to Robinson [23] in the case where dim 6 = 1.
THEOREM. Let C be an operator valued function of class 3l + on R such that C(x)cÇzHl(R) for each c£6. Then C is outer if and only if
for all />0, whenever u, v are vector valued f unctions such that 
• By assumption C(x)cE:H%(R) 1 and hence A{x)c^H%{R) for each ££C. It is easy to see that C(x)c is in the initial space of multiplication by B in Hl(R) for any c£C So, by Lemma 1.14 (i), ||7*Cc|| S \\V^Ac\\ for all 2>0, c£6. We get (14) by combining this with (16) .
Conversely suppose that (14) holds whenever u, v have the form (15) . We use the inequality only for a special choice of A. Namely, choose A outer such that C = BA where B is an inner function such that (Bin(-S) = (Bout04). Such an A exists by Theorem 2.3. Since A is outer, we can apply what we just proved with the roles of A and C interchanged, and this shows that equality holds in (14), or equivalently WV^AcW = ||F«*5i4c|| for all £>0 and c£(B. Let 9 be the set of elements of H$(R) of the form Ac, c£6. With this choice of g and °W as above we apply Lemma 1.14 (ii) to the 5-inner operator "multiplication by B" in Hl(R). It follows from the lemma that B* is also an inner function. Hence B can be taken to be a constant partially isometric operator on G. Finally, since A is an outer function, so is C.
Singularities of operator valued analytic functions are classified in exactly the same way as for scalar valued analytic functions. An operator valued function F{z) is said to be meromorphic in a region 0 if F(z) is defined and analytic except at certain isolated points which are poles. An operator valued function F(z) which is meromorphic in the extended complex plane is called a rational function. Every opera- We show that functions of class 9fTC(w, A) can be characterized as two-sided boundary value functions of certain kinds of meromorphic functions defined off T or R. In particular, we can again speak of function values off V or R.
If F(z) is an operator valued function defined in a region 0 of the complex plane, we write P(z) for one of the reflected functions F(z) = F(z)* in Ö={*:*GQ} or F(z) = F(l/z)* in 2= {stl/sGfi}, depending on context. (
ii) In the situation of (i), if the boundary value function is essentially bounded on an open arc on T or interval on R f and if u and v are analytic across the arc or interval, then the meromorphic functions are analytic continuations of each other across the arc or interval.
In [14] Kriete proves that a square-integrable scalar valued function of class 9TC(w, v) has an integral representation analogous to the Paley-Wiener representation theorem for entire functions of exponential type which are square integrable on the real axis. 
is meromorphic separately for y>0, y<0, it satisfies the conditions in (i), and it has F(x) as an a.e. strong two-sided boundary value function. In fact, we get at once that F(x) =lim F(x+iy) a.e. as 3>\0 in the strong operator topology, and as y SO in the weak operator topology. But weak convergence can be improved to strong convergence here by the analogue of Lemma 2.2 for the lower half-plane, (ii) Using notation as above, we assume now that u(z) and v(z) have analytic continuations across an interval (a, b) and that F(x) is essentially bounded on (a, b). We may assume without loss of generality that the continuations of u(z) and v(z) have no zeros on (a, b). For we can contract the interval (a, b) slightly so that only a finite number of zeros are present, and these can be removed by dividing out a suitable outer factor (see the remark following Definition 2.7). Alternately, it can be shown that the inner parts of u and v are analytic and nonzero in a neighborhood of (a, b). Then, using scalar majorants for F + (z) and F^(z) of the form (10) and the fact that F(x) is essentially bounded on (a, 6), we can reduce to the case where F(z) is bounded on and inside some rectangle p:x = a, x = b, y= -S, y = ô (ô>0), ignoring points on the real axis. At worst we will have to contract the interval (a, b) slightly once more. But now straightforward arguments will show that 2m J p t -z is analytic in the interior of p and is the required continuation of F(z) across (a, b) .
An operator valued function F on T or R is in H^e ) if and only if F is essentially bounded and for each c£<3 the scalar valued function Fc(-) = (F(-)c, c) (17) holds. By (17) there is a scalar valued outer function 0 such that \<j>\^1 = max(| T^, 1). Then </ > and G=<j>F are bounded functions, and G 0 -<t>F c is of class 31+ for all c£e. Hence G c is in H°° for all c£e, so GG^S(e)-Therefore F is of class 9l + . We omit the easy proof of the converse statement. The second assertion follows directly from the first.
3. The factorization problem for nonnegative operator valued functions. Let F be a nonnegative operator valued function defined on the the circle T or the line R. We call F factorable if F~G*G a.e. for some operator valued function G of class 9l + on T or R. If F is factorable, then, by Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, F = G*G a.e. for an essentially unique outer function G, or a unique outer function G such that G(0)^0 or G(i)^0 in the circle and line cases respectively. Here, of course, we treat functions which are equal a.e. as being identical, and "essential uniqueness" refers to constant partially isometric left factors as in Theorem 2.4.
In the special case where FG^^o, F is factorable if and only if the induced S-Toeplitz operator TF on H% is factorable in the sense of Definition 1.5. Therefore the results in §1 can be made to yield sufficient conditions for F to be factorable.
Suppose, for example, that F is a bounded nonnegative operator valued function on T or R which is of class 2flX(p, v) for some nonzero scalar valued function v of class 9l + . By Theorem 1.16, F is factorable, and moreover if G is an outer function such that F=G*G a.e. then G is of class 311 (1, v) . This result is already sufficient for a number of interesting applications. But in fact the assumption that F is bounded is redundant. 
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PROOF. We give the proof in the circle case. We can assume without loss of generality that v is an inner function. By assumption vF is of class 91+, so there exists a bounded scalar valued outer function 0(^0) such that <t>vF£H® {e) (T) . The function K = $F<j> is bounded and it induces an S-Toeplitz operator T K on Hl(T). We show that TK is factorable as an S-Toeplitz operator.
By Theorem 1.7 it is enough to show that lim l n (c)=0 as n-»«> for each c£C, where
for all c£© and » = 0, 
. But then WH%(T)QHl(T) so WeH^e ) (T)
and the proof is complete.
Special choices of v in Theorem 3.1 lead to factorization theorems for polynomials, rational functions, and entire functions of exponential type. However, for polynomials and rational functions (bounded or unbounded on T or R) we do not need the full strength of Theorem 3.1. In these cases it would be possible to argue directly from Theorem 1.16.
The operator generalization of the Fejér-Riesz theorem is due to Rosenblum [25] , Rosenblatt [24] , and Gohberg [9] . See also In §2 and the present section we have the standing assumption that 6 is a separable Hubert space. Actually Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are valid for nonseparable spaces 6 as well. Basically all that is needed to extend the proofs is to replace H%(T) by a more general Hubert space of square summable sequences or formal power series. If we then argue directly from Theorem 1.16, we obtain a proof of Theorem 3.2 without the separability assumption. But then Theorem 3.3 can be deduced from Theorem 3.2 by a transformation of the independent variables. We chose a direct proof of Theorem 3.3 above to convey some feeling for the classes M(u y v).
THEOREM. Let F(z) be an operator valued rational f unction which is either nonnegative at each point e iQ QY which is not a pole, or nonegative at each point xÇzR which is not a pole. Then F(z) = G(z)G(z) where G(z) is an operator valued rational function such that the restriction of G{z) to the circle T or line R is an outer function. In particular, this G(z)
is analytic in the disk \z\ <1 or half-plane y>0 respectively. 
The required factorization is then obtained with G(z) = Q(z)/q(z).
Let ƒ be a scalar valued entire function. We say that/is of exponential type if there is a real number r such that \f(z)\ ^Ke 7^ for all z in the complex plane and some K>0. In this case the exact type of ƒ is defined to be the infimum 77 of all such numbers r. By Liouville's theorem r/èO except when ƒ =0, in which case 77 = -00. We say that ƒ is of exponential type r, where r is a real number if ƒ is of exponential type and T/ST, For any entire function/, ƒ is the entire function such that ƒ(z) = ƒ (2) . By a theorem of M. G. Kreïn [13] , if ƒ is an entire function the following are equivalent:
(i) the restrictions of ƒ and ƒ to the upper half-plane y>0 are of bounded type in the half-plane.
(ii) ƒ is of exponential type and f (1 + x*)~1log+\f(x)\dx < 00.
«/ -to
See also de Branges [3] . If ƒ satisfies (i) and (ii) and is not identically zero, Nevanlinna's factorization gives See Boas [2] , de Branges [3] . An entire function ƒ is said to be of Kreïn class, more precisely of class 5C(ri, r 2 ) where ri, T 2^0 , if ƒ satisfies the equivalent conditions (i) and (ii), and r+rgri, T_^T2 where r + , r_ are defined for ƒ as above. We extend these concepts to operator valued functions. Recall that for any operator valued function F and any c£C, F c is the scalar valued function defined by F c (-) = (F(-)c, c) 
Then F(z) -G(z)G(z) for some operator valued entire function G(z) such that e~( l,2)iTZ G(z) is of exponential type \T and the restriction of G(z) to the real axis is an outer function.
A similar result is proved by the authors in [26] . The theorem stated here is a stronger result, and the proof which we give is considerably simpler than our previous argument.
